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Time: 3 Hours Maximum Marks: 80
Min. Passing Marks: 26

Instructions to Candidates :

Attempt.any five questions, selecting one question from each unit. All questions
carry equal marks. Schematic diagrams must be shown wherever necessary. Any
data you feel missing suitably be assumed and stated clearly.

Units of quantities used/calculated must be stated clearly.

IJse of following supporting material is permittecl during examination.
(Mentioned in form No. 205)

I N

UNIT-I
Q.1 (a) Find the Fourier series to represent the function -

f(x)=15i1 x' -xt=x=fi,

hence deduce n at 1=1* 1- 1 
*.......4 2 1.3 3.5

(b) Obtain the first three cosine terms and the constant term in the Fourier series for
y, where - t8l
x: 0 1 2 J

7

2. NIL

t8l

4 5

2

OR

Q.1 (a) Find the Fourier seines for
f(x) = 1a *2, -xt <x<xt'

henceshowthat 4=t+ I * ] * ----62'3' t8l
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(b) Find zl | 
1.

l(z -2\ {z -3) )
if-

(i) lzl <2,

(ii) 2<lzl <3,

(iii) lzl >3

UNIT.II
Q.2 (a) Apply the convolution theorem to obtain -

"{'=;}
(b) Use Laplace transform technique to solve:

(D2+ l) x = tcos2 t, x (0) =i' (o) =0.

OR

Q.2 (a) Find the Laplace transform of the function -

It/_ , o<t<T(il 11i={,zru t>T

(ii)

t8l

t8l

t8l

t4I

L4t,ur={"n a-%t' "/r,
[0 , t.y3

(b) Find the bounded solution y (x, t), 0<x< I, t>0

of the boundary value problem

9I-9I=r-"*. v(x.o)=xdx dt t81
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UNIT.III
(a) Find the Fourier transform of -

{*' for lxl<af(x)= {
[0 for lx I >a

Hence evaluate

Q.3 Is+3=8]

[5+2+l=8]

I4+4=81

[ -'(?) (u2 .2 - 2) ,in u, + 2as cos as ds

.3

fl. forlxl<l(b) Express the function r t*t={0. fortx I > I

as a Fourier integral. Hence evaluate -

T ti'tr.o. 
),' * d 1.. Also deduce the value ofJo 7'

OR

Q.3 (a) Find the Fourier sine and cosine transform of -

lx, forO<x(l
f1x1=lZ-x. forl<x<2

[0, forx>2

2
(b) Sorve: $= 

a'*,giventhat u*(0,0=oEt d*2'
[x. 0<x<l

and u tx.O) = {[0, x>1,

u (x, t) is bounded and x > 0, t > 0

It'n^d*.i,x

I8t

Q.4 (a) Prove that-

c2(i) e =r.t|.4/r.f

(ii) ,r**ur*z * orr3 *

t4l

x / x \r ( * 3

= *,' .[,]-.,1 'o'' .[*] A2u, +" t4)

UNIT.IV
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(b) From the following table
x : 1.0 1.2

, f(x): 0.0000 0.1280

Find f (1.25) and f ' (1.8)

1.4 1.6

0.5440 1.2960

OR

1.8 2.0

2.4320 4.0000

t8l

(b) Apply Sterling's formula to find u32, form the following data:

uzo = 14.035, tzs = 13.674, uto= 13.257

uzs = 12.734, u+o = 12.089, u+s = I 1.309

UNIT.V

Q.5 (a) Use Picardis method of successive approximation to solve

initial conditions y = 1 when x = 0. Compute y when x =
three iteration. Check the result with the exact value.

(b) Use Milne's Predictor and Corector formula to calculate

solution of the eqn. l*= * - r',

given the stafiing values

x: 0 0.2 0.4 0.6

y: 0.0000 0.0200 0.0795 0.t762

OR

Q.5 (a) Use Euler's modified method to solve

9=**v2withv=ralx=0.
dx

Find an approximate value ofy at x = 0.2 by taking h = 0.1.

(b) Given !I=x' +y2.y=l.J.x=1.
dx

Use Runge - Kutta method of fourth order, find
x = 1.2 in steps of 0.1.

tl -fi/ 

-
Q.4 (a) Use Simpson's ^ and ] rule to evaluate l^2 Jcos* dx- 3 8 J0 t8l

t8l

dv1=x+v. wlth the
dx

0.1 &x=0.2using

t8l

another step in the

t8l

approximate value of y when

t8l

t8l
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